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A typical haul of bushmeat, wire 
for snares and shotgun 
cartridges, recovered by SAPU in 
KNP
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Game Rangers International (GRI) has been supporting the Department of 
National Parks and Wildlife (DNPW) in and beyond the Kafue National Park 
(KNP), Zambia, since 2008, empowering Rangers with welfare support, training 
and by providing direct resources for anti-poaching and anti-trafficking 
operations. 

Following the graduation of 62 newly recruited community scouts this year, GRI 
are now supporting 100 rangers, both in/around KNP and in the Rufunsa GMA.

SAPU Rangers at Hook 
Bridge Camp with 
seized poacher’s bikes

The threats to the wildlife and protected areas of Zambia and 
Africa are well documented, and the encounters of poachers, 
traffickers and other indicators of wildlife crime as recorded by 
DNPW, GRI and other conservation partners suggests these 
threats remain constant, and are possibly increasing.

7 of the 15 firearms 
seized by SAPU in Q3

GRI Resource Protection Overview

In Q3 2019 GRI supported:

15x firearm 
recoveries

73x poacher 
apprehensions

76 Patrols 

1736 x Ranger Patrol 
Days



SAPU was established in 2013 as an intelligence led, rapid response unit designed to disrupt the poaching and trafficking 
networks, by directly target wildlife crimes. SAPU has an embedded intelligence unit, and it has demonstrated its capability as a 
specialised unit: to date, SAPU has arrested over 670 poachers and traffickers and seized 350 illegal firearms. It has recovered
15 live pangolins which DNPW have released back into the wild.

SAPU (Special Anti-Poaching Unit)

SAPU is supported by:
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SAPU deploying in KNP
In July, SAPU was restructured, and the addition of newly recruited community 
scouts has enabled 3x teams to be on duty at any one time (resulting in a 50% 
increase in deployment capacity). 

SAPU North continues to operate from Hook Bridge, whilst SAPU South and SAPU 
KAZA, both operate from Musa Gate in Kafue South. In addition to providing rapid 
response capabilities versus wildlife crimes in and around KNP, SAPU South also has 
the mandate to provide security to the Kafue Release Area of the GRI  Elephant 
Orphanage Project, and provides additional manpower for Connected Conservation 
Initiative. SAPU KAZA will extend the reach of SAPU deeper into the Zambian section 
of the Kavango-Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area (KAZA TFCA).

Shells recovered along 
with an AK47 firearm 
by SAPU North



SAPU activities for the reporting period
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SAPU Results for 3rd Quarter 2019

Category
July-Sep (Q3) 2019

Total
South North

Total RPD’s (Ranger Patrol Days) 383 430 813

Apprehensions 29 21 50

Firearms Recovered 13 2 15

Ammunition Recovered 2 10 12

Axes, Spears, Knives Recovered 4 4 8

Snares Removed 13 11 24

Bush Meat Recovered (Kg) - 377 377

Fish Meat Recovered (Kg) 112 115 227

Drying Racks Dismantled 2 - 2

Total Poachers Camps Dismantled 2 - 2

Boats recovered 5 1 6

Live Pangolins Recovered - - 0

During the reporting period the community Scouts for 
SAPU KAZA completed basic training at Chunga Training 
School and embarked on advanced training in October 
and they will commence full operations thereafter.

Fishing nets seized on Lake ITT by 
SAPU South. 6 illegal fishermen 
and 2 boats were also recovered

2 poachers were 
apprehended with this 
shotgun in the quarter

The table below summarises SAPU’s patrol outputs and recoveries 
for Q3 2019. As well as intercepting poachers and traffickers (along 
with firearms, and ammo, snares and bushmeat), a number of 
illegal fisherman with boats and nets were seized and this included 
a illegal fisherman on the Shishamba stream deep inside KNP.

Recovered bushmeat



The USAID supported Community Wildlife Protection Project (CWP) 
commenced in February 2019, and is being implemented in the Mumbwa 
and Namwala Game Management Areas (GMAs) to the East of KNP.

After completing 3 months basic training, 22 newly recruited Community 
scouts have joined Mweengwa APU. In total the project is supporting 28 
community Scouts and 6x DNPW Officers as patrol leaders and 
commanders.

Community Wildlife Protection Project

Patrols by CWP commenced at the end of the 
reporting quarter, and early results suggest they will 
have a impact on wildlife crime in the 2 GMAs. 

The coming months will see redevelopments at 
Mweengwa Gate (the patrol base for CWP) 
completing. These developments will include a new 
command tent, borehole and tank, additional 
accommodation, a quartermaster stores and solar 
power. A digital radio repeater and base set at 
Mweengwa, will also see CWP connected to the KNP 
radio network.
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The CWP Community 
Scouts undergoing SMART 
training at Mweengwa

CWP is supported by:

Under the watchful supervision from 
DNPW instructors, recruits take part in 
tactical exercises during basic training



Marine APU outputs for Q3 2019:

The DNPW Marine APU, with support from GRI and its donors, has 
been patrolling on and around Lake Itezhi-Tezhi (ITT) since 2016. 
Recently WWF launched the Connected Conservation Initiative 
(CCI), which is a GRI-WWF partnership with CISCO Systems and FLIR 
Systems, and has installed a Virtual Fence (of networked Thermal 
Imaging Cameras) across key trafficking routes of Lake ITT. 
Monitored by DNPW and GRI from the newly developed Musa 
Command Post, CCI aims to detect and disrupt illegal activities on 
Lake ITT.

Marine APU return to Musa with 
an illegal kapenta fishing rig

Marine APU and Connected Conservation Initiative

8x boats recovered

23x poachers 
apprehended

32 Patrols conducted 

924 x Ranger Patrol 
Days completed
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Elephants captured on the CCI 
thermal imaging cameras

CCI is supported by:



The Rufunsa Conservation Project commenced in July 2019 to support DNPW in the resource protection of the Rufunsa Game 
Management Area (RGMA), an area of 300,000 hectares on the eastern boundary of the Lower Zambezi National Park (LZNP). This GMA 
provides an important ‘buffer’ for the LZNP and acts as an essential corridor between the Luangwa and Zambezi eco-systems. RGMA is a 
crucial Transfrontier Area being the international border between Zambia, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. GRI have entered into a co-
management arrangement between DNPW and Conservation Lower Zambezi (CLZ) for the resource/community management and 
development of this important eco-system through the engagement, training and operational support of 20 new Community Scouts – 10 
GRI and 10 CLZ scouts. GRI received donor support from Geoff Tennican, Mark Hedley, Gary & Veronica Silberberg and Janotta/Pearsall 
Family through the Endangered Species Fund.

Rufunsa Conservation 
Project
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Rufunsa GMA

The 10 GRI supported Community Scouts graduated from CTS 
and were mobilised on the 30th September, along with their 
CLZ supported colleagues.

As the area has been suffering from severe drought this year, 
like much of Zambia, and the water shortage was believed to 
be contributing to Human Wildlife Conflict (elephants had 
killed 3 villagers), 4x water sources were excavated with 
support from Toyota Zambia.

Scouts reporting 
for duty



GRI continue to support training as a key pillar of empowering Rangers. Training support in 
Q3 2019 included:

3x months Basic Training for Community Scouts at Chunga Training School (CTS) completed 
in September:
• GRI were proud to support DNPW by providing logistics (procurement and transport) for 

the training which saw 140 Community Scouts from across Zambia graduate.
• 62 of these Community Scouts were directly funded by GRI Donors, and will be employed 

via the Community Resource Boards under GRI units. These included 22 funded by USAID, 
15 by Space for Giants, 15 by WWF and 10 by RGMA.

Additional training support included:
• Operation Footprints (a joint venture between Walking with the Wounded, DSWF and 

GRI) visited Kafue in July. By training the trainer (using SAPU Rangers as trainers) Incident 
Response and First Aid training was delivered to 140 recruits at CTS. Additional Water 
Safety Management and First Aid Training was delivered to Marine APU and SAPU.

• CWP Scouts received additional SMART Training

GRI support to Ranger Training

Training outputs for the period:

76 Rangers received 
training 

3,848x Ranger 
Training Days
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Delivery of First Aid 
Training at CTS

Operation Footprints 
and DNPW Instructors 
at CTS



To date, GRI support has enabled DNPW to:

1,952x Patrols conducted 

997x poachers apprehended

498x illegal firearms
seized

2,111x snares removed

405kg Ivory recovered

24,351kg bushmeat seized

223x poachers camps 
dismantled

15x live pangolins recovered

303x poachers bicycles 
recovered

32x vehicles recovered

To help secure the wildlife of Zambia, GRI RPP has supported >69,000 Ranger Patrols Days

In 2019 GRI Resource Protection Programme 
was supported by
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